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Course Information Sheet for entry in 2018-19
MSt in Classical Archaeology

About the course
The MSt in Classical Archaeology is designed for those who wish to build on undergraduate studies in Classical archaeology, as
well as for those with experience in other areas of Classical studies wishing to develop an understanding of the material culture.
The MSt provides the exibility to allow you to choose from a wide range of periods (from the Prehistoric Aegean through the Iron
Age, Archaic, Classical, Hellenistic and various Roman periods to Late Antiquity), which provide broad overviews, and detailed
options focusing on different speci c aspects of the subject. At least one period option and one subject option must be chosen,
while the choice for the third option can be from either group.
You may also be allowed to study an unlisted topic within Classical archaeology, or directly related to it, provided that the topic is
appropriate and teaching is available. If you are seeking a broader course then you may, if you wish, select the third subject from
among those offered by a number of cognate disciplines.
You will have a supervisor in your main area of interest, who may provide some of your teaching but will advise on option choices
and monitor overall progress. Each member of the academic staff in Classical archaeology offers a different subject in his or her
areas of specialism in each of the rst two terms, so you can normally choose from about eight different subjects each term; these
cover major topics from the Bronze Age to the Late Roman period. Not all courses listed will be available every year.
Teaching is mainly through small-group tutorials or classes of one to ve students, for which you prepare short essays on a weekly
basis, supplemented by a wide range of lecture courses and graduate seminars. These subject options are examined by pairs of preset essays, submitted early in the following term, or students may choose to prepare a 10,000-word dissertation in place of one
subject, submitted in the middle of the nal term.
The nal term is devoted to the broad study of a particular period, which is assessed by written three-hour examination at the end
of the term. There is also a compulsory viva voce examination for the whole course.

Changes to courses
The University will seek to deliver this course in accordance with the description set out above. However, there may be situations in
which it is desirable or necessary for the University to make changes in course provision, either before or after registration. For
further information, please see the University's Terms and Conditions.

Expected length of course
9 months
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Costs
Annual fees for entry in 2018-19
Fee status

Tuition fee

College fee

Total annual fees

Home/EU

£8,975

£3,112

£12,087

£18,620

£3,112

£21,732

(including Islands)
Overseas

The fees shown above are the annual tuition and college fees for this course for entry in the stated academic year; for courses
lasting longer than one year, please be aware that fees will usually increase annually. Information about how much fees and other
costs may increase is set out in the University’s Terms and Conditions.
Tuition and college fees are payable each year for the duration of your fee liability (your fee liability is the length of time for which
you are required to pay tuition and college fees).

Additional cost information
There are no compulsory elements of this course that entail additional costs beyond fees and living costs. However, as part of your
course requirements, you may need to choose a dissertation, a project or a thesis topic. Please note that, depending on your choice
of topic and the research required to complete it, you may incur additional expenses, such as travel expenses, research expenses,
and eld trips. You will need to meet these additional costs, although you may be able to apply for small grants from your
department and/or college to help you cover some of these expenses.
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Living costs
In addition to your tuition and college fees, you will need to ensure that you have adequate funds to support your living costs for
the duration of your course.
The likely living costs for 2018-19 are published below. These costs are based on a single, full-time graduate student, with no
dependants, living in Oxford. We provide the cost per month so you can multiply up by the number of months you expect to live in
Oxford.
Likely living costs for 1

Likely living costs for 9

Likely living costs for 12

month

months

months

Lower range

Upper range

Lower range

Upper range

Lower range

Upper range

Food

£258

£361

£2,318

£3,245

£3,090

£4,326

Accommodation

£536

£677

£4,824

£6,093

£6,432

£8,124

Personal items

£118

£263

£1,066

£2,364

£1,421

£3,152

Social activities

£41

£123

£369

£1,105

£492

£1,474

Study costs

£39

£85

£348

£765

£464

£1,020

Other

£22

£47

£202

£419

£269

£559

Total

£1,014

£1,556

£9,127

£13,991

£12,168

£18,655

When planning your nances for any future years of study at Oxford beyond 2018-19, you should allow for an estimated increase in
living expenses of 3% each year.
More information about how these gures have been calculated is available at www.graduate.ox.ac.uk/livingcosts.

